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Israeli prof predicts AI Bible: 
“There might be religions that are correct” 

Their idols are silver and gold, the work of men's hands. 
Psalm 115:4 (The Israel Bible) 

By Adam Eliyahu Berkowitz, June 12, 2023 
israel365news.com/372315/intellectual-predicts-ai-can-write-a-bible-in-a-few-
years-there-might-be-religions-that-are-actually-correct/ 

CCPO Note:  Israeli professor, WEF Advisor, and depopulation proponent Yuval 
Noah Harari is back in the news, joining the growing movement towards a new 
religion created and facilitated by artificial intelligence (AI). In this article, he 
predicts that AI will soon be able to create a new “bible” that is “correct.”  It is not hard to imagine how an 
AI-created “bible” and other uses of this technology will play a pivotal part in bringing about the one world 
religion of the antichrist (Revelation 13:11-15).  It is ironic that even while impugning the “correctness” of 
the Judeo-Christian Bible, Professor Harari is helping fulfill biblical prophecy, one of many reasons that 
Christians know that our Bible is inspired by the God if the Bible, the only One Who knows the future. 

Speaking at an AI Frontiers Forum science conference in Switzerland last month, Israeli esoteric 
intellectual and historian Yuval Noah Harari expressed his thoughts on the future of artificial 
intelligence (AI), suggesting that AI could write a new Bible.  “In the future, we might see the first cults 
and religions in history whose revered texts were written by a non-human intelligence,” he said. “This 
was never true before. Of course, religions throughout history claimed that their holy books were written 
by unknown human intelligence, by a non-human entity.  This could become true very, very quickly, 
with far-reaching consequences. In a few years there might be religions that are actually correct,” Harari 
said. “Just think about a religion whose holy book is written by an AI. That could be a reality in a few 
years.” 

Harari explained that this was an unprecedented possibility.  “It’s the first technology ever that can 
create new ideas,” he said. “You know, the printing press, radio, television, they broadcast, they spread 
the ideas created by the human brain, by the human mind. They cannot create a new idea. You know, 
[Johannes] Gutenberg printed the Bible in the middle of the 15th century; the printing press printed as 
many copies of the Bible as Gutenberg instructed it, but it did not create a single new page. It had no 
ideas of its own about the Bible: Is it good? Is it bad? How to interpret this? How to interpret that?” 

His vision of an AI-generated religion is grimly dystopian with AI religion used as a form of mind 
control.  “For thousands of years, prophets and poets and politicians have used language and storytelling 
in order to manipulate and to control people and to reshape society,” he said, according to the paper. 
“Now AI is likely to be able to do it. And once it can, … 

To read this article in its entirety, go to:  israel365news.com/372315/intellectual-predicts-ai-can-
write-a-bible-in-a-few-years-there-might-be-religions-that-are-actually-correct/ 

Related: 
• Handout: AI Gods & ChatGPT Religions are Coming – They will be Better than Human Priests & 

They Could Turn Evil, Warn Experts 
• Handout: AI expert warns Elon Musk- Signed letter doesn’t go far enough, says ‘literally everyone 

on Earth will die.’ 
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• Online Article: WEF Calls for AI to Rewrite Bible, Create ‘Religions That Are Actually Correct’ 
https://slaynews.com/news/wef-ai-rewrite-bible-create-religions-actually-correct/  

• Online Article: Hundreds attend AI church service in Germany. 
https://www.heraldscotland.com/news/national/23581030.hundreds-attend-ai-church-service-
germany/  
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